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The tide begins to turn
More and more retailers
are increasingly looking
to British manufacturers
to meet increasing
demands from consumers
Among the many things to emerge from the
January trade shows was the indisputable
fact that more and more retailers are looking
to British manufacturers to meet consumers’
demands for practically instant delivery,
security of service, and a desire to support
the UK economy.
Obviously there is no prospect of returning
to the early 1990s when importing was an
exotic thing reserved only for top end Italian
designs, for example. Importing has a highly
important role in the industry – but there is a
mood of change in the air.
Companies are sticking to what they do
best: retailers are concentrating on selling to
the consumer; leaving manufacturers to
make furniture and wholesalers to hold stock
for quick delivery (and often offering next

day DHD). Welcome to part of the past.
Those manufacturers that have survived
have learned that they have to be flexible,
quick to respond to change and offer things
you cannot get in a container.
Lebus, for example, has prospered by
creating unique designs offering value and
quick delivery, and demonstrating the vast
range of upholstery it is capable of
manufacturing. ‘It’s not just the products that
are doing the selling, it’s the facility,’
commented one major buyer.
For too long we’ve downplayed the
success of such companies.
Which is why the BFM’s Great British
Furniture Month is such a good idea (see
page 8). In a summer where Britishness will
be to the fore with the Olympics and the
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee, it is entirely right
to be promoting products made in our own
country.
The Italians and Germans go to great
lengths to highlight locally manufactured
products and it is about time that Britain
stopped being embarrassed and followed
suit. And hopefully the flooring sector
can join in to make it a summer to look
forward to.
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launched new
Heritage finish
at
Interiors 2012
In January, Old Charm launched its new

Heritage

finish which is designed to broaden

the appeal to those either with grander homes or
wanting an overtly authentic traditional finish. Old
Charm currently attracts a discerning and loyal
following and through the launch of

Heritage

it is hoped to see this broadened.

Heritage ” is as a warm chestnut colour with

“

great depth and patina. Using character oak each
piece is ‘antiqued’ with softening and mild
distressing for added character ensuring no
two pieces are exactly alike.

Heritage

finish will be available on all pieces

within the Old Charm range and on some brand
new designs which include a dining group ‘The
Buckingham’, and supporting occasional pieces.

A brand new brochure and extended fabric offer
has also been launched.

Wood Bros (Furniture) Ltd.Marsh Lane, Off London Road, Ware,
Hertfordshire, SG12 9QH Tel: 01920 469241 Fax: 01920 464388
E-Mail: enquiries@oldcharm.co.uk www.oldcharm.co.uk
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As easy as 1-2-3
One Call Furniture has made selecting
the desired combinations simple
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Elite seats
A look at some of the upholstery highlights that
graced the stands at this year’s Cologne exhibition 

Offering choices can be problematic if the method of
choosing is complicated. One Call Furniture has avoided
these problems with its Avola collection, allowing
consumers to decide their order in three simple steps.
‘First they decide on the Premium Plus or Premium
models, then the colour of the carcase, and then the
colour of the door and drawer colours: it’s that simple
while allowing them to personalise their furniture,’ says
Avi Heller, One Call Furniture director.
Both have 25mm MFC tops and frames on the
wardrobe, chest of drawers and bedside units, while
Premium Plus has 22mm MDF doors and drawer fronts,
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NEWS

D-Day soon for
Victoria Carpets
The future of Victoria Carpets will be decided in the next few weeks, with an end
of the month deadline for bids and a vote on the Alexander Anton fronted
consortium due by 6 March.
The group put itself up for sale last month, after the consortium moved to
oust the existing management without explaining its reasons why. The
consortium has yet to publicly reveal a management plan and failed in its first
attempt to force a vote because it did not meet statutory requirements.
As Interiors Monthly went to press, the consortium had 46% of shareholder
support, largely made up of Anton family members and Fortress Finance
Investment, the largest non-family shareholder.
One major Anton family shareholder told Interiors Monthly it will not support
the consortium's attempt to oust the non-executive directors, citing several
reasons including the lack of information, pressure to make a decision, Victoria’s
current dividend policy and recent share price performance. The Anton family
holds about a third of the group’s shares but Anton needs outside support to
gain control without launching a takeover bid.
While Victoria has invited bids, a trade buyer is unlikely given the group’s UK
and Australia manufacturing concerns. A MBO has also been suggested.
The attempted takeover of Victoria by its former chairman will have an impact
on its financial performance this year, regardless of who is in control, with the
group incurring large advisors’ fees. If the Anton consortium gains control,
senior management are expected to leave quickly.

Another profit warning
Carpetright has again warned that profits
will be lower than expected, as sales
continue to fall.
The group warned that profits for the
year to 28 April would be between
£6m-£8m rather than the previous
£8m-£12m forecast in December.
UK sales fell by 4.8% in the 12 weeks to
21 January. Like for like sales fell by 0.5%,
but the chain says retail sales excluding
insurance sales – described as

‘disappointing’ – rose by 1%.
Lord Harris, executive chairman, says
sales are volatile and closely linked to the
level of discounting, which is frustrating
its attempts to increase margins.
The relaunch of its Sleepright bed offer
will also have more impact on margins
that anticipated as it is forced to keep
bed prices low to attract shoppers. He
adds that the 27 refurbished branches
‘are delivering good growth’.

Clearance website launched
Retailers and suppliers are being offered
the chance to dispose of excess stock
through a new website.
Furniture-vouchers.com says it has a
target audience of Waitrose and John
Lewis customers. It is sourcing from
retailers and suppliers with clearance
stock, customer cancelled orders, retailer
cancelled orders and excess stock.
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Shoppers purchase a voucher from the
company then redeem the voucher
against their furniture purchase.
When possible goods are sourced from
UK manufacturers – identified by a made
in UK symbol.
‘Supporting British businesses is at the
core of our business philosophy,’ says
Alec Saville-Brown, director.

June could be
British month
June will be a celebration of British
furniture if retailers join in, according to
the BFM, which wants to capitalise on
patriotism ahead of the Olympics and
the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee.
It is hoping for a minimum of 100
stores to take part in the Great British
Furniture Month, stocking products from
at least five of its 20 suppliers.
Retailers will benefit from advertising
in magazines and newspapers and
specific POS, according to Adam Mason,
BFM marketing director.

ScS continues
carpet rollout
Upholstery chain ScS has completed
the latest phase of its carpet rollout.
Some 23 branches in Scotland and
the North West of England now sell
carpet after the chain’s 10 store trial in
the North East in the autumn.
‘The carpet pilot in the North East has
gone really well. It is being rolled out
nationally by the summer in all 95
stores. The majority will be before
Easter, and Yorkshire is next,’ says David
Knight, ScS chief executive.

Record for
recycling
The amount of carpet being recycled by
British carpet manufacturers has leapt.
New Carpet Recycling UK figures show
that almost 6,000 tonnes of carpet waste
was diverted from landfill in 2011 by
seven of its manufacturing members:
Abingdon Flooring, Brintons, Brockway,
Cormar Carpets, Forbo, Milliken, and
Penthouse Carpets .
The seven firms achieved a diversion
rate of 85% and a 50% increase on 2010
figures for industrial waste.
‘A record breaking 4,983 tonnes, of a
total 5,983 tonnes, of the waste carpet
offcuts were recycled to recover valuable
fibres,’ says Laurance Bird, Carpet
Recycling UK director. ‘The remaining
1,035 tonnes were used for energy
recovery.’

NEWS

Halstead set to beat record
Flooring manufacturer James Halstead has continued to
defy the market.
Growth at the Cavalio and Polyflor parent shows no sign
of slowing, with demand continuing to drive sales in the
past two months.
At his final AGM as executive chairman on 2 December,
Geoffrey Halstead forecast a record half year. Now the group
says performance will be even better than thought.
‘The confidence expressed by the chairman... was well
founded. In these challenging times, turnover has continued
to grow and, in line with our expectations, will be higher
than the comparative period,’ says a pre-close statement.
‘Export turnover continues to show good growth and our
UK turnover is also ahead of last year. In total, sales are
around 10% ahead of the comparative prior period.’
The first quarter showed a slow down in the rate of
increase of raw material prices and some reduction in the
second quarter.
The statement continues: ‘In addition, cash reserves have

Sales are up 10%

increased since 30 June 2011, even though we have paid
dividends and undertaken a share buy back exercise.’
The company will release its results for the half year to 31
December 2011 on 29 March.

Rise in sales shows Furniture Village’s strength
While rivals collapsed around it, Furniture
Village has shown its financial strength.
Although pre-tax profits dropped by
41% – thanks to three store openings,
increased marketing costs and ‘a degree
of challenge’ in the market – it still made
a profit of £2.1m in the year to 2 April
2011.

Helped by the store openings, the
retailer was able to lift sales by 4.8% to
£180.7m.
‘The past year has been one in which
we appear to have traded somewhat
better than many of our competitors and
yet we will not be lulled into a false sense
of security,’ says the chain.

Cormar’s online
ordering clicks
with retailers

Sales have topped £1.2m
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The company says it has increased
centralisation, cut costs, and hedged its
US dollar exposure.
‘There is little doubt that consumer
confidence is under significant pressure
at present, and that is likely to continue
for some time yet,’ comments Jim
Hodkinson, Furniture Village chairman.

Retailers have placed more than £1.2m of orders through Cormar Carpets’
trade website in its first three months.
Introduced in October, as well as ordering it allows stockists to check
stock, prices and delivery days, view online statements and proof of
delivery, order tracking and history. Cormar will continue to roll out the
service in the first quarter of this year with usage expected to rise
significantly.
‘Retailers are finding the service a convenient way of ordering as well as
providing greater information and visibility for their business,’ says David
Cormack, Cormar marketing director.
‘The Internet has become a major part of most people’s lives in the UK in
many market sectors and we wanted to offer carpet retailers and
contractors the opportunity to trade with us online and bring accurate, real
time information to their finger-tips. The challenge was to go beyond what
is currently available and provide our retail customers with a truly effective
business tool, benchmarking the web portal against such ecommerce
market leaders as Amazon for speed and ease of use,’ he says.
Oldham retailer Simply Beautiful Floors says that 90% of its Cormar
orders are now made online. ‘The service has significantly made a
difference to the way I now run my business. It’s so much more efficient
and we receive a two-hour delivery slot and email confirmation the day
before despatch, making it easier to plan,’ says Peter Higham, owner.

NEWS

More exhibitions added
to busy interiors diary
The already crowded trade exhibition schedule continues to
grow with details of two new shows confirmed.
UBM, the organiser of Interiors UK, announced plans to
introduce a ‘boutique’ version of the show, to be held at
Excel, London, from 19-21 May next year.
‘Interiors UK London will provide the mid to high end
contract and design led retail sector with an edited
version of the long-established show. The event is set to
showcase the cream of British and international design, a
must-see for style connoisseurs seeking the latest launches,
unique designs and cutting-edge products,’ says a UBM
statement.
The dates of the 2013 NEC show were also confirmed as
20-23 January.
Meanwhile, the exhibitors at the Branded Furniture Show
have been confirmed. Originally designed as a replacement

for the companies that exhibited at the Silentnight Group
Autumn Salterforth show, it has expanded to include 26
companies: Ashwood, Beaumont Textiles, Belfield
Furnishings, Buoyant, Cavendish, Celebrity, Corndell,
Daneway, Furnico, Furniture Origins, Gola, International
Furniture, JC & MP Smith, Julian Bowen, Kingstown, Morris
Furniture Group, Peroda, Scanthor, Stompa, Tetrad, Welcome
Furniture, Westbridge, Whitemeadow, Wiemann and Value
Mark.
The show will take place at Cranmore Park, Solihull from
30 September to 1 October.
This month has already seen the exhibition calendar grow
with the debut of Home and The Furniture Show, amid
concerns that furniture shows were becoming too
fragmented and Interiors UK having significant empty areas
of halls 1 and 4 screened off (see page 16).

Support for
Harrogate show
Almost 90 companies have committed to
September’s The Flooring Show in Harrogate,
covering 60% of space.
The 89 firms that have booked stands at the 2-4
September event, include: Abingdon Flooring, Anbo
International, Ardex, ARS Colors, Associated Weavers,
Ball & Young, BIG, BMK, Bronte Carpets, CFA, Cavalio,
Central Flooring, Complete Stairmakeover,
Computers For Flooring, Condor, Cormar, Crown
Floors, Demart, Dikatex, Distinctive Floors, DSI,
Easylay, Edel Telenzo, Exakt Tools, F Ball & Co, Fells
Carpets, FITA, Floor Train, The Flooring Guild, Furlong
Flooring, F&X Carpet, Gaskell Wool Rich, Georgian
Carpets, H&V Carpet, Hadfields, Haldon Thomson,
Handmade Carpets, HBS Floor Trade, Ideal, Interiors
Monthly, Janser, Kersaint Cobb, Kingsmead Carpets,
KJC Carpets, Lano, Lifestyle Floors, M Trim, Manx
Carpets, Mastercraft Rugs, Masterpiece Systems,
Mayfield Carpets, Melrose Textiles, Mercado,
Mohawk, Morleys, Mr Tomkinson, NICF, Novostrat,
Origin Red, Oriental Weavers, Penthouse Carpets,
Phil Brough Sales, Plantation Rugs, Primatech, Rama
Carpets, Regency Carpets, Rhys Davies, Saif Carpets,
Spotnails, Stairrods (UK), Stroolmount, Super Click,
Tat Carpets, The Flooring Guild, Unifloor, Universal
Mouldings, V4 Woodflooring, Vorwerk, Wagner, West
Riding Felts, Wilkies Carpets, WLD and Woolsafe.
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Uren’s winning design

Versatility is a winner
The future of British furniture and
interiors design was revealed at
Interiors UK last month with the
winners of the New Design Britain
Awards revealed.
James Uren won both the
Furniture and People’s Choice
awards for his Luso Lounger.
Sophie Adamson scooped the
Fabric award, Roland Bevan took
home the Furnishing Accessories
prize, and the Surface Coverings
award was won by Rachel Hagger.
Uren says: ‘This modern
reinterpretation of the chaise

longue evolved from looking at
redundant furniture and
reinventing it to suit the way in
which we live today. The addition
of a footstool means there are a
number of different ways in which
it can be used: a day bed, lounger,
chair, footstool.
‘The Luso Lounger is an
interesting asymmetric form that is
versatile and makes excellent use of
space. The under-frame has been
constructed using American cherry
and the shell of the lounger is
made from lacquered plywood.’

OPINION

David Kipping
Metro chief executive

Time to reflect and
plan for the future
&KDUOHV %HGURRP 5DQJH
2DN 9HQHHU ZLWK :DOQXW 7ULP

At this time of the year when you have done everything you
can, and things are a little quieter, it’s a good moment to sit
back and reflect on the year gone by.
Was it a good one, or one to forget? What would you have
done differently, and what will you change for next year?
I have heard from members who had a great year and
some that found it very tough. But the economic climate is not
likely to be any more favourable than this, so a well thought
through strategy is essential for future success. As the old
saying goes ‘Fail to plan = Plan to fail’ (the old ones are the
best!).
As a group, Metro has enjoyed another strong year of
growth, with the rewards passed on to members in ever larger
amounts.
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Own branding makes it
much harder for consumers
to compare prices, thus
protecting retailer margins
Not only is there great support for our rebate scheme, but I
am getting an ever stronger demand from members wanting
our own label. Consumers are more streetwise and savvy and
are not afraid to shop around.
The Internet gives them the perfect tool to compare prices –
they may not buy online, but they will soon find the lowest
prices available.
Own branding makes it much harder for consumers to
compare prices, thus protecting retailer margins. Just ask John
Lewis.
On the topic of the Internet, the experience of some late
pre-Christmas shopping brought home to me why people are
turning away from the high street. I was served by staff who
were indifferent, lazy and in some cases downright rude, so no
wonder many shops in the high street are complaining that
customers are turning to the Internet to secure goods and
services.
Of course, this is just one reason that the high street is
withering away after years of neglect and mismanagement
coupled with many retailers’ refusal to adapt with the times. At
the same time, many customers have sacrificed the community
for convenience of shopping in out of town centres and, now,
online.
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‘We are creating a cohesive brand
of events at the right time of year’
The announcement of a London version
of the Interiors UK trade exhibition to take
place in May 2013 left many visitors and
exhibitors confused as to the intentions of
show organiser UBM. Interiors Monthly
asked Tony Crinion, Interiors UK brand
director, what is going on.
Q Is Interiors UK London a replacement
for the NEC show, and if not, what’s the
ethos behind the launch?
A Not at all, Interiors UK will always run in
Birmingham as our flagship event. The
launch of a London event is not a
replacement for this long-standing and
established show, but gives some of our
mid to high end exhibitors another
valuable platform to launch products in
front of a London and South-centric
audience.
Interiors UK in Birmingham will most
definitely go ahead in January 2013. The
NEC is booked for the next three years,
the dates are 20-23 January 2013; 19-22
January 2014 and 18-21 January 2015.
Interiors UK London will be an edited
version of the Birmingham event, within
a different dateline – May 2013. The show
will provide the mid to high end contract
and design led retail sector in London
with an opportunity to reap the benefits
of a long-established brand, but within
the UK’s design capital.
The event will showcase both British
and international design and will be a
must-see for style connoisseurs seeking
the latest launches, unique designs and
cutting-edge products.
Q Given the description of the new
show as a ‘boutique edition’ targeting
the ‘mid to high end contract and
design led retail sector’, what level of
NEC exhibitors would you expect to see
at the London show?
A We would like to possibly see some of
the Hall 1 and 2 exhibitors within the
London event, but the majority of the
exhibitor audience at London will be
those who do not currently exhibit with
us in January across the various product
ranges – fabric, soft furnishings as well as
furniture, decorative accessories and
lighting.
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Q Why is UBM setting up a new interiors
show when many visitors and
exhibitors at the NEC event said you
would be far better spending the
resources restoring the January show to
its former status?
A We have invested a lot of money into
the 2012 show and feel that it really paid
off; the visitor experience was much
improved and there was a definite
positive feel that there was smart
business to be done. The features and
seminars that provide additional reasons
for visitors to attend received great
feedback and is something we will work
on again for next year.
Interiors UK in Birmingham will remain
our flagship event and the London event

The May dateline is at the conclusion
of the European show cycle when
buyers and designers alike have returned
from their travels, gathered their
thoughts and now want to translate
these ideas into reality in their
showrooms and projects.
Therefore, we are not fragmenting the
market, but actually creating a cohesive
brand of events which both retailers and
suppliers can use as an opportunity to
make informed business decisions at the
right time of year.
Q Is UBM committed to Interiors UK at
the NEC, and how do you envisage the
future of this exhibition?
A We are 100% committed to the show’s

UBM has booked the NEC for the next three years

will complement it with a focus on the
distinct London audiences.
Q By adding another show to the
already crowded trade exhibition
calendar, is UBM not at risk of further
fragmenting the sector to the point
that retailers and suppliers do not know
which shows they should be attending?
A We have not jumped into this decision
lightly, we have conducted extensive
research into the industry to examine
what our visitors and exhibitors need.
This has resulted in a show that focuses
on the retail and contract sectors for the
distinct London tastes.

future at the NEC, and are already
planning for the 2013 event. We will look
to keep investing in the event, ensuring
it remains the national flagship industry
event, gathering a steering committee of
exhibitors and visitors to ensure we are
constantly responding to their needs so
that next year we can put on an even
better event.
In tough economic times, we have to
ensure we offer even more reasons for
visitors to attend the show and making
the investment into features, seminars
and the experience of both our visitors
and exhibitors is paramount to our
success.

NEW PRODUCTS

1

2

3

4

1 Elstead launched a retro-contemporary collection of
lights under the Harlequin Lighting Collection brand at
Interiors UK, featuring glass, ceramic and metal fittings
adorned with beautiful colourful Harlequin fabric shades.
Pictured is the retro ceramic Pop Orange base with
Harlequin’s Lucido Ecru shade.
Tel: 01420 82377
2 On-trend and with colours to make a striking statement,
Portland Bay keeps Crown Floors at the forefront of
beautiful carpet. Its 19.5mm shaggy pile is for homeowners
wanting a carpet that gives a feeling of sumptuous luxury,
while meeting the trend for highly textured products.
Tel: 0800 0773 301
3 Mohawk’s Immortal is perfect for homeowners wanting
fuss-free performance and style in a carpet that is better for
the environment. With its luxury deep-cut pile and built-in
stain-resistance, even shades such as the almost white of
Tundra will stay looking good for longer.
Tel: 01480 479 830

5

4 Turning to nature for its design inspiration, Blendworth’s
latest fabric collection, Second Nature, is a sophisticated mix
of designs incorporating organic shapes with colours drawn
from a natural palette of charcoal greys and muted browns
with accents of marmalade, mossy green, indigo blue and
rich raspberry red.
Tel: 023 9259 4911
5 The IVC Group has a new corporate website –
www.ivcgroup.com – to cement its position as one of
Europe’s leading vinyl floor specialists. As well as general
information it offers access to its Leoline, Moduleo and Itec
brands and allows shoppers to find UK stockists by
postcode.
Visit: www.ivcgroup.com
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Generate instant
sales & profit for
your business...
Greenwood plan and organise more
sales events for quality retailers in
the UK and Ireland than any other
sales company.
Why not find out more about
holding a Greenwood sales event in
your store.
You can expect to generate from
25% to 100% of your annual sales
in a 3 week event, at good margin.
A more accurate sales projection
range can be estimated after a brief
free telephone consultation.
Call us now to request our
Information Pack, or to discuss
how one of our Sales Events
could work for you.

01625 521010
Or go online and visit our
website at:

www.greenwoodretail.com

GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion
1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com
www.greenwoodretail.com

NEW PRODUCTS
6 Panthel made its Interiors UK debut,
showing off its Median bedroom range,
which has direct home delivery as
standard. The highly versatile collection
includes remote control wardrobe
lighting, interior drawer lighting and bed
surround lighting options, while the
bedside unit has an iPhone docking
station.
Tel: 01923 850 662

6

7 Cavendish Upholstery launched the
Web range at The Furniture Show. It
offers four arm choices and 10
colourways on a compact size and is
aimed at online retailers and retailers
selling from stock. Bespoke (pictured)
has a larger frame and 16 items in the
range including a corner unit, with a
choice of four new arm shapes and three
price points on fabric.
Tel: 01257 277 664

7

8 At Interiors UK Palatine showcased
Lindisfarne, a fully breathable, antistatic,
water resistant, open coil mattress, which
comes complete with a solid platform
top base with six wooden legs with
castors for easy movement.
Tel: 0191 277 2559

8

9 / 10 Lebus introduced several models
at Interiors UK, including Pravda (10) a
faux leather/fabric mix; the deep seated
modular Loft; the extended faux leather
Geneva with aged-look arms; two tone
Storm with wide arms; retro chunky
Melinda; curved Symphony featuring
embroidered pattern cushions; Verve a
wide chaise with striped piping and the
two tone Curve (9).
Tel: 01724 281 646

10
9
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BEDS AND BEDROOM

As easy as 1-2-3
One Call Furniture has made selecting
the desired combinations simple

Offering choices can be problematic if the method of
choosing is complicated. One Call Furniture has avoided
these problems with its Avola collection, allowing
consumers to decide their order in three simple steps.
‘First they decide on the Premium Plus or Premium
models, then the colour of the carcase, and then the
colour of the door and drawer colours: it’s that simple
while allowing them to personalise their furniture,’ says
Avi Heller, One Call Furniture director.
Both have 25mm MFC tops and frames on the
wardrobe, chest of drawers and bedside units, while
Premium Plus has 22mm MDF doors and drawer fronts,
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Main photograph: Premium
Plus in white with cream gloss
Above left: Premium Plus in
champagne and grey gloss
Above right: Premium Plus in
white and grey gloss

Above: Premium Plus in grey
with grey gloss
Below: Premium Plus in grey
with sand gloss

impact resistant PVC edging and adjustable hinges.
Premium Plus offers a choice of champagne, grey and
white carcases and cream, grey or sand gloss door and
drawers. Premium has cream or grey carcases and
champagne, grey and white doors and drawers. Between
both ranges there are 15 options and 30 pieces,
including six four-door wardrobes, five chests of drawers,
dressing table, TV unit and mirror.
The collection has an easy to use brochure which
contains photographs, information and a fold-out flap
for product key and codes to simplify ordering.
One Call Furniture, tel: 0845 108 4084

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Kendra is part of new range, Steffen

Size
the day
Rauch intends to grow in the UK
At a time when maintaining sales is an
achievement many companies would
bite their corporate right hand off for,
bedroom manufacturer Rauch has more
ambitious plans. It intends to grow its UK
operation in 2012, after a year in which it
already outperformed the market.
Joachim Salomon, Rauch UK and
Ireland area sales manager, says there is
plenty of scope by maximising Rauch´s
four brands: Pack’s, Select, Dialog and the
new Steffen. Each has a clear position in
the market (see box) and there is a rising
scale within each brand.
Rauch´s strategy for 2012 is twofold: to
get retailers with one brand to edge into
the next brand and where possible have
more than one brand represented in
towns and cities through different
retailers.
‘We want to increase turnover by
approaching new customer groups with
products the retailer might have not sold
in the past,’ says Salomon.
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‘In each brand we have answers and
we want to become the category captain
in each one. You have to view Rauch as
one company with four divisions under
one roof which can serve the different
market segments with products and
price points needed in each segment.
There is lots of scope for increased UK
growth both in terms of stores and
expanding the brands, for example
having a Pack’s and a Dialog dealer in the
same town,’ he says.
Salomon points out that Rauch´s
experience of operating across Europe
gives it a unique insight into what
consumers want, and retailers must
reassess how they do things to prosper.
‘We want to wake people up. Now is
the time to rethink. Every customer
should become more sensitive to his
current business model and to make it fit
for the future,’ he says.
The historical divide in consumer taste
between the UK and continental Europe

is steadily narrowing he says, citing the
success of contemporary ranges that
have seen the average size of units grow:
the design simply doesn’t work on what
was once considered UK sizes.
‘Contemporary designs are taller and
wider as the look doesn’t work if smaller.
The average size has grown from 1.8m to
2.25m on contemporary designs and
tastes are also coming closer and closer,’
he explains.
While the taste gap is narrowing,
Salomon says Rauch is increasingly
thinking more locally with the overall
product selection process reflecting this.
Salomon involved stockists and its UK
and Ireland agents in selecting the 2012
collection and unless a range has a core
of selected pieces it will not make it in
the British market.
With the breadth of offer through the
four brands allowing it to cover many
price points and styles, the backing of
Rauch’s manufacturing base – it makes

BEDS AND BEDROOM

Covering
all markets

its own chipboard and each brand has a
dedicated plant in Germany – and with
local experience, Salomon is confident
the UK and Ireland market will again
grow in importance for Rauch.
‘Once retailers know there is far more
to us than just the name Rauch, they will
see what an exciting story we have – so
I’m sure their customers will buy into it.
For example, within our floor
management concept we have
developed and presented a set-up on
how retailers can display, in just 270sqft,
all the options of robes that consumers
cannot say no to.’
On top of Rauch’s floor management, it
offers additional benefits to retailers. A
large range of POS material, dedication
to reliability and service, and a passion
for quality, with innovative and inspired
products and high environmental
standards. All these features are reflected
in the new range for 2012, Salomon says.
Rauch, tel: 01386 41 333

Top: Dialog Ricarda
Above: Select Mavi
and Elan
Below: Pack’s Quadra

Rauch has four brands.
Pack’s is the entry-level
flatpack collection. With its
slogan ‘Furniture to go’ it is
designed to appeal to a pricesensitive mainstream market for
whom quality and style are also
important. The small package
dimensions and easy assembly
make Pack’s a popular choice.
Select looks to the more
contemporary and middle
market sectors while retaining
flatpack price advantage. Its
striking design is aimed at the
youthful target group. The
furniture is functional and easy
to assemble.
Pre-assembled Dialog sits
firmly in the middle market of
Rauch’s style and pricing
structure, standing for ‘timeless,
enduring furniture design with
an impressive depth and width
of individually customisable
product mix.’ Here ‘variety is the
spice of life,’ says Salomon.
Steffen is Rauch’s top of the
line collection, introducing
partly solid timbers, veneer and
foil, offering practicality
combined with modern design.
With ‘Quality you can feel,’ Rauch
has redefined the meaning of
comfort for bedrooms, says
Salomon.

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Putting a
price on
luxury
Cost is still a consideration
for bedroom carpet 

Vorwerk’s Mahdia in Ivory Cream
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SINCE 1914

Don’t take our

word for it,
take theirs.

“Just go for it. Fantastic sales, fantastic fun.”
Robert A. Stephen, Director
Celebrations (Turriff) Ltd.
11th November 2011

“With a queue stretching 70 yards from
our front doors, we easily exceeded our
historical best ever single day’s trade, and
overall, comfortably exceeded our
projected turnover.”
Jeremy White, Director
Ocky White, Haverford West
14th October 2011

All Ezifloor products are
available in a range of
thicknesses and densities
• light and durable they are a serious
alternative to heavier rubber underlays
• all have excellent thermal properties
• recyled and recyleable
• environmentally friendly
• fitter friendly

available from all major flooring
distributors throughout the UK
direct all enquiries to: info@ezifloor.co.uk
visit our brand new website for more details:
www.ezifloor.co.uk

“Never before have I seen my staff so enthused
and so 'as one' - many doubted the Lynch
Formula. All were so very soon converted!”
Graham Lee, Director
Lee’s, Grimsby
2nd October 2011

The quotes from Lynch Sales Company clients are genuine and
wehold signed and dated copies of all client testimonials.
Call us or visit our website for an outline of our copyrighted
SALE PLANS and our ONE PAGE contract.

LYNCH
Sales Company

®

Established 1914

THE ONLY TRULY INDEPENDENT BRITISH
PU UNDERLAY MANUFACTURER

Contact Gareth Price
29 Warblington Road, Emsworth, Hampshire PO10 7HE
Tel: +44 (0) 1243 378369 • www.lynchsales.co.uk
Serving the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom
Copyright 2012 Lynch Brothers Licensing Corporation

CARPET
Left: Axminster’s Devonia
Plains in Cobb
Below: Mohawk’s Sheer
Ecstacy in Sheer

Traditionally, even when times are tough consumers will still
spend on a bedroom carpet, even if it means cutting back on
other areas. But is this still true?
Leading manufacturers say that while shoppers still want
luxury underfoot, value has become far more important,
especially given that bedroom carpet is generally less walked
on than other rooms.
‘The bedroom is about luxury for most homeowners,’ says
Birger Karlsson, Lano UK and Ireland sales manager. But, he says
that many people would rather invest in other more intensively
used areas within the home.
‘In the bedroom function can follow form and carpet can be
chosen not for its durability but for its look and feel, yet for
many homeowners price is still an important issue. In fact, the
bedroom carpet will often be more value-conscious than that
chosen for the living room, landings and hallways,’ he says.
Karlsson highlights Lano’s Easy Care ranges as combining
luxury with value.
‘Offering opulence through deep textures and exquisite
colours and performance that means even the lightest
shades of cream will stay looking good, Fairfield and other
ranges including Startwist and Heathertwist bring value-
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driven performance. With these carpets, consumers can
get their hands on great style without breaking the bank,’ he
adds.
Howard Lindsay, Mohawk vice president for UK, Ireland and
South Africa, says people need to be convinced to spend their
money on bedroom carpet.
‘As one of the least used rooms in the home, homeowners are
free to think about colours and textures that wouldn’t be
considered practical anywhere else and so we often see opulent
whites and pale creams. That said, tea, coffee and make-up can
still find their way on to the carpet and so for peace of mind
many homeowners may look towards a stain-resistant choice,’
he explains.
Lindsay says SmartStrand avoids the coarse feel that many
stain-resistant carpet fibres have.
‘SmartStrand is incredibly luxurious, durable and completely
worry-free and there are few other carpets that can claim this.
The performance of SmartStrand is often all the convincing
needed for homeowners to see their bedroom carpet as an
investment, after all, who wants a white or pale cream carpet
full of stains? For many homes this is all the reason needed to
spend a few pounds more,’ he adds.


CARPET

Lano’s Fairfield

‘As one of the most private rooms in the home,
consumers may also look towards bedroom
carpet as an expression of their character’
Consumers want ‘luxury, luxury, luxury’ says Ian Hammond,
Vorwerk Carpets UK sales director – and they will pay for it.
He reckons bedroom carpet should evoke a feeling of
relaxation making lavish piles a great choice. With less practical
qualities needed, the bedroom can also make use of pure
creams and whites.
‘As one of the most private rooms in the home, consumers
may also look towards bedroom carpet as an expression of their
character, so don’t be surprised if someone has their heart set
on a bright pink shagpile!’ says Hammond.
‘While there are cheaper options that may create a similar
look to our polyamide carpets, they generally lack the same
soothing feel borne through an incredibly soft texture that is
often cited as better than wool. We find that consumers at the
premium end of the sector appreciate this feel more than
anyone and they are happy to invest in a carpet that feels as
good at it looks and which goes a long way in creating the
ultimate luxurious bedroom.’
Steve Upperton, Axminster Carpets sales director, says
comfort rules the roost.
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‘Consumers can indulge in styles viewed by many as
impractical for busier living areas. Normally populated by plain
styles, the bedroom enjoys occasional use so homeowners are
free to choose the lightest of shades to enhance the feeling of
luxury,’ he says.
Upperton describes Axminster’s Devonia Plains in the lighter
40oz weight as ‘an ideal entry into premium quality carpets for
the bedroom. A wool-rich tufted carpet, it allows retailers to
benefit from the Axminster Carpets name at a price point below
that of our famed woven creations.’
The organic feel of heather-style carpet is also big news in the
bedroom and in addition to the new Devonia Heathers, the
Moorland Heathers collection brings the comfort of 100% pure
new wool for a truly natural carpet, he adds. It is available as
woven axminster in Heather Plains or a tufted carpet in Heather
Twist and Heather Tweed textures.
Axminster Carpets, tel :01297 630 650
Lano Carpets, tel: 00 800 5266 5266
Mohawk, tel: 01480 479 830
Vorwerk Carpets, tel: 020 7096 5090
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UPHOLSTERY

Lebus’ Symphony

A walk
through
the aisles
The show may have shrunk a little, but
the UK’s largest trade interiors
exhibtion still had plenty of upholstery,
bedroom furniture, flooring, living
and dining room furniture, accessories,
fabrics, beds, outdoor furniture and
lighting to interest retailers
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Relaxateeze’s Celine

The Peach
Our Fastest Selling Launch Model Ever

3+2

£325

OVER 5000 SUITES AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
-

Buy from a trusted British family company established for 40 Years
Buy in a way to suit you, single suites, multiples or direct containers
Fast delivery from stock on the UK’s fastest selling designs
Direct Home Delivery available
Over 100 designs to choose from featuring Promotional Styles, Classic,
Contemporary, Motion, Power Motion and Corner Groups
- Full UK service and retailer support
- Visit our website at www.bmfurniture.co.uk

01254 30 66 70

www.bmfurniture.co.uk
Vine Mill, Brookside Ind Est, Oswaldtwistle, BB5 3PX
T: 01254 306670 | F: 01254 306671 | E: sales@bmfurniture.co.uk
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UPHOLSTERY
Steed’s Fairmont Grand

Whitehead’s Siena

Sweet Dreams’ Maple

La-Z-Boy’s Gizmo

Authentic Models, tel:
01403 734 999
Barlow Tyrie, tel: 01376
557 600
Blendworth, tel: 023
9259 4911
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AWARDS

Pravda

AWARDS 2011
WINNER
2011
WINNER

Lebus Upholstery
The Art of British Upholstery Design

Quality
British
manufactured
furniture

Tel: 01724 407 751

www.lebusupholstery.co.uk
Highest quality authentic British leather furniture

Please contact us on:

Midlands | Dave Sedgwick | 07748 835600

Scotland | Bob Dymond | 07831 500658

South West & South Wales | Head Office | 01254 662113

North West & North Wales | John Edmundson | 07860 242778

South East | Neil Facey | 07940 503106

North East | Head Office | 01254 662113

North London & East of England | Colin White | 07733 238345

Contact us for a brochure on our products and ranges.
Icon Designs Ltd, Unit 7-8 St Ives Business Park, St Ives Road, Blackburn, Lanchashire BB1 2BX
T: 01254 662113 F: 01254 662118 E: info@icondesignsltd.co.uk
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LIVING AND DINING
Left: Morris Furniture’s Storm
Below left: RB Distribution’s
Glendale
Bottom: Infiniti’s Loop
Below: C Madeiras’ Summer

Authentic Models showed off its extensive collection of
accessories and furniture, including desks, luggage furniture
and lighting.
Among Barlow Tyrie’s launches were additions to its Linear
teak and Aura aluminium ranges and the Avon dining table.
Blendworth turned to nature for the design inspiration
behind its Second Nature collection, which includes Jungle
Vine. Available in organic colour stories: fern, moss, peat,
charcoal and soft neutrals, it can be used for curtains and
upholstery.
Carpet Express UK introduced the Lotus deep pile rugs with
leather panels.
Celebrity launched a range of leathers in 15 different colours
that is 25% thicker than its standard offer. A rechargeable
battery pack is now available on all powered chair ranges and
should lift the chair a minimum of ten times in the event of a
power cut.
Charltons debuted the Lilli bedroom in a choice of two
colour schemes: the seven strong Bright Ideas and six strong
more classical Timeless. It also used the Timeless finish to
add 10 pieces to the Bretagne living and
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Two of our existing, successful ranges
with a proven track record
Accent

Style… Flexibility… Affordable Price
Made from Oak with Feature Burr Inlay
3 Sizes of Extending Table 90cm 140cm 160cm
A Comprehensive Number of Matching
Occasional Pieces
Leather or Solid Wood Chairs
De-branded Spec Brochure Available
90cm Flip Top Table & Roma Chairs Only £399
(No Min Order Reqd)

Rustic Manor
By Popular Demand

New Darker Rustic Oak Finish to Give a More
Weathered Look
Similar Compact Proportions to Accent
Ideal Solution for Casual Dining or Kitchen Areas
Healthy Repeat Order Rate
De-branded Spec Brochure Available
Fantastic Introductory Offers Available
(No Min Order Reqd)

Woodside Furniture supply a range of dining furniture aimed at the middle to higher
end of the market. We only use established designers who are familiar with the UK
market and dimensions and is also manufactured to the very highest standards,
so whatever you choose quality is guaranteed.
Feel free to contact us directly or speak with your local agent for more information and a brochure pack.
If you would like to see the ranges in our Dronfield showroom, please contact us for an appointment.
We look forward to welcoming you.
Scotland: - Ian Crowther 07930314077
North West: - Harry Burton 07872902726
South East: - John Coll 07766220531
South West: - Neil Bonnick 07967660715
Northern Ireland: - Douggie Yeates 07850313237
Midlands: - Chris Smith 07882651325
Yorkshire and North East - Terry Davies 07768 448460
Woodside Furniture Ltd., Unit 4, Wreakes Lane, Dronfield, Derbyshire S18 1LN
T: 0114 229 0741 F: 0114 229 0740 W: www.woodsidefurniture.co.uk E: sales@woodsidefurniture.co.uk
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Top left: Old
Charm’s
Writing Desk
Above:
Sherry’s
Belmont
Left: G Plan’s
Davenport
Right: Zone’s
Breeze

Bluebone, tel: 0161 330 8959
Carpet Express UK, tel: 020 8606 8688
Celebrity, tel: 01773 604 607
Charltons, tel: 01761 431 043
Con-Tempo, tel: 01420 542 688
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dining collection.
Con-Tempo scaled down its Quercus for a childrens’ bedroom
range alongside Freya Land, named after owner Dean Robbins’
daughter. Available in nine colours it has a painted finish with
contrasting large round handles and includes a mini-wardrobe.
Core Products upgraded its Jamestown, Hamilton and
Vermont collections, including dovetail drawers while launching
the Cambridge bedroom range in mellow oak, Paris bedroom
collection and the Quebec French styled painted bedroom
range. Corana was extended and Capri redesigned.


7).$3/2 (/53%

$).).' #/,,%#4)/.
6 Compact Dining Tables, 2 Chairs & a Sideboard in 2 Finishes

Lincoln Extending Flip Top
Table & 4 026 Chairs in Maple
Newark Swivel Table
& 2 052 Chairs in Cherry

Derby Square Table
& 2 052 Chairs in Cherry

Sideboard 900 x 540
x 750H in Maple
(also available in cherry)

Bristol Drop Leaf Table
& 2 026 Chairs in Maple

Stratford Oval Flip
Top Table & 4 026
Chairs in Maple

Grantham Extending Flip
Top Table & 4 052 Chairs
in Cherry
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Jual has added to its AV and
occasional furniture

‘By having a display
model, customers do not
have to invest in great
quantities of stock’

Jual Furnishings highlighted its next day delivery service and
expanded its AV and occasional furniture collections.
To free-up the cashflow of its customers, Jual Furnishings
encourages retailers to put a display model in-store while it will
deliver the products the next day – its Direct Home Delivery
service is at no extra cost.
‘Many retailers have already embraced this service and are
doing well from using this concept. By having a display model,
customers do not have to invest in great quantities of stock, yet
they can still provide their customers with a good service,’ says
the company.
Jual operates a no minimum order quantity policy and orders
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received by 3pm are delivered to the consumer the next day.
The company says that many retailers are amazed at its ability
to deliver the next day, rather than in weeks or months, and is
confident that this aspect of its business will be as successful in
the occasional furniture market as it has been in AV furniture.
The new JF019 TV stand comes with two sets of front covers,
in walnut veneer and white high gloss, so customers can
change its look without extra cost.
The new occasional pieces combine walnut veneer, smoked
glass and chrome, while coffee tables and lamp tables were also
introduced.
Jual Furnishings, tel: 01443 816 982
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Above: Matt Chick
Left: Caxton’s Breeze bedroom
collection

‘We’re
determined
to build
another 60
years into
the future’

As well as product launches, including the high gloss Rubix
and Breeze, WBH revealed its plans for 2012 to be the ‘WBH
Year of Service’.
‘We’ll be focusing on three key issues this year: service,
service and service,’ says Matt Chick, WBH business
improvement manager.
‘Consumers are becoming more demanding and it’s the
retailer who successfully builds a reputation for meeting and
exceeding expectations that will reap the rewards. Which is why
we’ve always made a real effort to give retailers all the help
required to achieve this.
‘Our fully integrated support service will continue to deliver a
first class service – second to none. Direct home delivery, using
our nationwide distribution service – and the fact that we
manufacture all our furniture in the UK – means that we can
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offer 600 products, all within 28 days, guaranteed. We’ve been
incredibly consistent on meeting our delivery promises, so
when you promise delivery to a customer you know that we
won’t let you down,’ he adds.
Chick says the company will continue to offer marketing and
merchandising support, with a full suite of promotional material
available on the Caxton brand, and its extensive storage and
warehousing facilities which provides an alternative, flexible
delivery solution for companies large or small.
He says the support service was further enhanced by the
addition of the WBH Online Customer Portal about one year
ago.
‘Take up has been terrific – hundreds of our customers now
access their account information 24/7. It gives the retailer
instantaneous acknowledgement of orders and service

REVIEW
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Above: Caxton’s Rubix living and
dining collection
Left: Some 600 products are
available on direct home delivery

requests, and estimated delivery dates for orders, without the
need for a phone call: allowing them to offer a far higher level
of service to their customers,’ he adds.
The company is steadily adding features. Users can download
invoices, orders, copy credit notes, acknowledgements,
statements and range images to use for their own POS and
promotional purposes.
‘In the unlikely event that an issue needs sorting, retailers can
rely on us for a quick, consistent response,’ says Chick.
‘I’m pleased to say that all our efforts have been widely
recognised throughout the industry over the past few years.
Last year we were voted British Manufacturer of the Year by
Interiors Monthly readers, and more recently AIS awarded us its
Gold Star award for service,’ he adds.
Of the launches at the show, the Rubix living and dining

collection has a choice of several coloured door options
alongside the white, black and cappuccino carcases and has
dispensed with handles, using soft touch mechanisms instead.
The Breeze bedroom collection is available in white, black
and cappuccino and automatic LED lighting is an optional extra
on the wardrobe interiors.
The Discovery living and dining collection combines hightech and high-touch in a Wild oak finish, while Huxley has been
expanded with a walnut finish. WBH’s Chantilly is a classically
styled painted bedroom range with a matt cream.
‘We’re proud of the fact that we have 60 years of UK
manufacturing behind us and are determined to build another
60 years into the future, and these new collections mark the
start of an exciting new era for us,’ says Chick.
WBH: www.caxtonfurnitureonline.com
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BEDS AND BEDROOM

Left: G Plan’s
Picasso
Right: Morris
Furniture’s Boutique
Below: Frank
Hudson’s Cleopatra
Bottom: Ercol’s
Pinto

Dormeo debuted the Octospring mattress system. It uses
layers of eight sided honeycomb memory foam springs,
allowing movement in all directions while providing support
and allowing ventilation.
G Plan Cabinets introduced the Picasso French influenced
bedroom range – its third – including a choice of three bed
sizes. Davenport is a classic living and dining collection in teak
including a choice of two tables and three chairs.
Halo highlighted its Saddle chairs.
James Hare debuted four silks including Connaught, which
unites silk and Merino wool. Double faced, it has a slight twill
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weave
on one
side
and a
subtle
satin
finish on the other. It is available in 31 colours.
Indigenous introduced the Linear collection of floor tiles in
mottled limestone finishes and marble.
Kaydian introduced media bedside tables to match the
Stanten TV bed, available in brown, black and ivory. The 
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BEDS AND BEDROOM

Wiemann’s London

tables plug into any audio device via a cable or using
Bluetooth.
Kettle Interiors introduced the Farmhouse
oak and oak veneer living and dining
collection, with wider range of
occasional pieces than previous
ranges including for designs for
hallways.
Lebus introduced several
models at Interiors UK,
including Pravda a faux
leather/fabric mix; the deep
seated modular Loft; the
extended faux leather Geneva
with aged look arms; the two tone
Storm with wide arms; the retro
chunky look Melinda; the curved
Symphony featuring embroidered
pattern cushions; Verve a wide chaise with
stripped pipping and the two tone Curve.
Morris introduced the Storm living and dining
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Sweet Dreams’ Phoenix



䉳 ATHENA

From luxury retail to budget contract options and
everything in-between, Palatine Beds has the perfect
bedding solutions for you. All of our mattresses and
electric beds are lovingly made by hand in
Northumberland.
Catering for all requirements across both the private
and public sector, our extensive range of mattresses
includes everything from affordable open coil
mattresses to high end luxury products featuring
individual pocket springs, sumptuous natural materials
and memory foam filling at your request.
For your nearest agent, to become a stockist, or for
more information about the diversity of our range and
discuss what we can do for you, contact the Palatine
Beds sales team on:

PANDORA 䉴

Tel: 0191 2772559 or 0191 2772544
Or visit: www.palatinebeds.co.uk/trade

NOEWWER

L ES
PRIC

• Comprehensive range of Mattresses
Toppers, Pillows and Beds
• No minimum Order Quantity
• 24-48 Hour Delivery
• Free Point of Sale Material
• Custom sizes
• Vacum Packed
• 15 year guarantee
(Guarantee on Foam only)

3 SUPERB NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2012

More designs available, please
call us for our latest brochure
Concept Memory Sleep

Up to 10% introductory discount on these new products during February 2012

Please contact us on:
Scotland | Bob Dymond | 07831 500658
North West & North Wales | John Edmundson | 07860 242778
North East | Head Office | 01254 662113
Midlands | Dave Sedgwick | 07748 835600
South West & South Wales | Head Office | 01254 662113
South East | Neil Facey | 07940 503106
North London & East of England | Colin White | 07733 238345

Agents Required

Made in the
United Kingdom

Concept Memory Sleep
Unit 7-8 St Ives Business Park, St Ives Road,
Blackburn, Lancashire, BB1 2BX
T: +44 (0) 1254 662113
F: +44 (0) 1254 662118
E: info@icondesignsltd.co.uk
W: www.conceptmemory.com
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World’s Apart’s De Van

collection in light oak featuring chunky legs
and handles.
Palatine showcased Lindisfarne a fully
breathable, antistatic, water resistant, open
coil mattress, which comes complete with a
solid platform top base with six wooden legs.
Panaget introduced the Driftwood finish
that gives the appearance of a newly sanded
oak floor.
Relaxateeze expanded its Buonissimo
leather look fabric collection into action
models and introduced three fabric chairs.
Rowico showed off its Aspen shabby chic
collection of living and dining furniture
alongside Douglas, both of which use
reclaimed timber to give each piece a unique
look.
Sherry introduced three collections as it
sought to relaunch its offer. Belmont is a
European look living and dining range in
walnut and includes a coffee table with a
removable shelf that can be used as a
footstool or laptop base. The Newbury living
and dining collection has a chunky look combining walnut
inserts with solid oak while the Laville bedroom sports walnut
handles and very deep drawers.
Steens launched a collection of childrens’ pine bunk beds
positioned below the Steens Kids collection, expanded
Richmond including new colours and introduced the Balmoral
and Stockholm dining collections.
Sweet Dreams’ Enchanted collection includes Tiree, a memory
foam combination, a high loft model, Sark, the pillowtop Rona,
and an extra firm bed Islay. Embrace was added to the Well
Being range while the Moonflower collection


C Madeiras, tel: 00 351 2
2415 6509
Core Products, tel: 01738
630 555
Dormeo, tel: 01628 819 055
Ercol, tel: 01844 271 800
Frank Hudson, tel: 01494
522 011
G Plan Cabinets, tel: 0141
300 7300
Halo, tel: 0161 923 0542
Indigenous, tel: 01993 824 200
Infiniti, tel: 01993 830 350
James Hare, tel: 0113 243 1204
Kaydian, tel: 0191 271 2118
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Kettle, tel: 0845 678 1155
Lebus, tel: 01724 281 381
Morris, tel: 0141 300 7256
Old Charm, tel: 01920 469 241
Palatine, tel: 0191 277 2544
Panaget, tel: 00 33 299
057 777
Panthel, tel: 01923 850 662
RB Distribution, tel: 01454
219 445
Relaxateeze, tel: 0141 300 7234
Rowico, tel: 01249 821 748
Rugs With Flair, tel: 01457
850 660
Sherry, tel: 00 353 478 9309

AMORE
bedroom collection

For more information please email info@tchfurniture.co.uk

www.tchfurniture.co.uk
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BEDS AND BEDROOM

High gloss finish Azure

Kingstown Furniture demonstrated its diversity
and highlighted its manufacturing strengths
Kingstown Furniture unveiled several ranges at the show,
demonstrating the diversity of its offer.
Bedroom and living room collection, Vintage, highlighted the
firm’s manufacturing strengths with several pieces suitable for
both rooms. Tapping into the retro vibe, it sported tapered legs
and shaped tops.
The Azure bedroom range combines the must-have white
high gloss finish with a Swiss elm effect foil as a contrasting
carcase.
Evoque is a modern bedroom range available in three
colours: the warm Odessa oak, a light Swiss elm and a white
finish. It includes a mirror, dressing table and stool including
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bow chrome handles, thick chest tops and deep profile edges
on the doors and drawer fronts.
Elementi is a contemporary bedroom range in light Swiss elm
and multi-tonal cream PVC on the wardrobe doors with softclose doors and drawers. The Singapore bedroom range
highlights a pewter colour multi-textured PVC finish with a
white carcase and chunky metal bar handle.
Living and dining collection, Topaz, in Odessa oak effect
foil, has a variety of pieces to create various storage options,
while Toledo is a warm oak bedroom range with bevelled
mirror and sculptured doors and drawers with metal pewter
handles.


Memory Foam Sofa Beds

• NEW FABRIC RANGES FOR 2012 •

• No minimum Order Quantity
• Free Point of Sale Material
• Contract enquiries welcome
• 2 year guarantee

• Memory foam included in mattress and sofa
• 3 fold and 2 fold mechanisms available
• Non-memory foam sofa beds also available
• Matching Furniture Accessories available

More Designs available, please call for our latest brochure Concept Memory Sleep

Concept Memory Sleep
Unit 7-8 St Ives Business Park, St Ives Road, Blackburn, Lancashire, BB1 2BX
T: +44 (0) 1254 662113 F: +44 (0) 1254 662118
E: info@icondesignsltd.co.uk www.conceptmemory.com

Please contact us on:
Scotland | Bob Dymond | 07831 500658
North West & North Wales | John Edmundson | 07860 242778
North East | Head Office | 01254 662113
Midlands | Dave Sedgwick | 07748 835600
South West & South Wales | Head Office | 01254 662113
South East | Neil Facey | 07940 503106
North London & East of England | Colin White | 07733 238345

Agents Required

Made in the
United Kingdom
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ACCESSORIES AND FLOORING

Authentic Models

Bluebone’s Provence

Blenworth’s Jungle Vine
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Barlow Tyrie’s Avon

James Hare’s Connaught silk

Indigenous’ Linea Midas tiles

gained new covers and models, including Copperel which has
copper in its cover acting as an anti-bacterial action.
Unatural Flooring introduced its first new colour in two years
– Mocha – and previewed its Weaver Green herringbone range.
V4 launched the Eiger engineered wood available in three
plank sizes while Whitehead introduced the buttoned and
studded Siena compact sofa, the two tone Jive sofa, compact
corner unit Rossini and a large toybox.
William Armes launched the Zanzibar shaggy rugs, available
in three sizes and six colours and updated its indoor mats.
Willis & Gambier updated its Esprit living and dining
collection for the independent sector, introduced the Helena
painted bedroom collection with curved fronts, debuted the
Brittany Coast oak bedroom range, expanded the Ivory
bedroom range and Lyon living and dining collection including
a larger dining table, launched its first pocket sprung mattress
and introduced a natural wood look living and dining range
with inset panels.
Zone launched the retro styled Breeze living and dining
collection.

Steens, tel: 01489
778 890
Sweet Dreams, tel:
01282 830 033
Unatural Flooring,
tel: 0844 414 2166
V4, tel: 01276
488 099
Whitehead, tel:
0115 972 5056
Wiemann, tel:
01482 635 283
William Armes, tel:
01787 372988
Willis & Gambier,
tel: 0845 606 7004
Worlds Apart, tel:
0800 389 8591
Zone, tel: 0141
300 7200

Advertising feature: ThermoSeating

Alpine Lounge Upholstery
and ThermoSeating

Alpine Lounge' s leather tells a story

ThermoSeating, in conjunction with Alpine
Lounge, launched a luxury range of upholstery
at Interiors UK: with heating.
The concept and design was developed by
Charles Eveleigh of ThermoSeating and the
eco-friendly system allows one to sit in
comfort without having to heat the entire
house – saving money and energy.
The upholstery has a control box for
monitoring safety and heat settings thereby
giving a steady heat profile, an automatic
safety cut out with audible alarm and a
220v/48v transformer making it very
economical to run.
It has two heat settings with thermostatic
control, a four hour heat cycle with automatic
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shutdown and a twin element system heating
both the seat and back, making it beneficial
for soothing back pain.
Alpine Lounge, South Africa’s premium
furniture manufacturer has survived four
decades of dramatic changes. Now its flexible
and innovate strategies are taking it through a
whole new set of challenges.
Alpine was founded as a small Cape Town
upholstery company in 1969 so it was only five
years old when Lawrence van der Merwe
joined as a trainee in 1974. He has been with
the company ever since and is now
operations/technical director. Now part of the
Bravo Group, South Africa’s largest and most
diverse furniture manufacturer, Alpine is

probably the oldest furniture company to still
manufacture its own products in South Africa.
‘There have been huge changes in our
industry. Alpine used to make middle market
lounge furniture for a very broad market, but
over time we concentrated more on the niche
and upper brackets,’ he says. The lower end
of the market has been taken over by lower
cost imports from the Far East and has ceased
to be competitive for companies like Alpine.
In the late 1990s Alpine decided to focus on
leather upholstery and today this accounts for
80% of sales. ‘We believes in quality, comfort
and design, combined with development in
international niche trends,’ says van der
Merwe.

ThermoSeating
Tel: 01273 857612

Advertising feature: ThermoSeating

Until the economic balance of the world
changed, establishing the Rand as one of the
world’s strongest currencies and pushing up
the price of South African products
internationally, Alpine enjoyed a high level of
trade with Europe, exporting 40% of
production to the UK alone.
It now ships a fraction of that but maintains
a strong niche market here with consumers
wanting something different. ‘The product we
sell in the UK is unique, full aniline bovine
leather and indigenous game leather for
specialist independent retailers. Our cattle are
free-range African beasts and that is reflected
in the hides. They tell a story whether it carries
a tick bite or a horn rake, scratches from
thorns and the like which reflects the harsh
African environment. Our consumers
appreciate that individuality.’
The same goes for Alpine’s more
remarkable leather products from the African
wild. The Gemsbok (oryx) desert antelope in
indigenous to Namibia and has to be
selectively culled. ‘Gemsbok have thick and
pliable leather with beautiful natural markings:
there is a niche market for it in stores that
specialize in high quality and look for
something exciting to attract their discerning
customers.’
Although the Alpine factory in Cape Town
employs 650 people, it supports upward of
3,000 dependents, van der Merwe says. ‘This
facility is as advanced as any in Europe or the
US, with CNC cutting for all the timber,
laminates and fabric and computer controlled
water jet cutting for leather. Not only does the
equipment deliver predicable quality, it cuts
waste and is in line with our green policy.’
Of course van der Merwe has been
intimately involved in the development of the
factory with its progressive automation and
flow processes. ‘Our most recent significant
investment has been into fibre ball
manufacturing that creates durable and fluffy
filling that is blown into the cushions.’
Manufacturing only to order and automatic
brings car production to mind. ‘Yes it is a lot
like car manufacturing. It’s a mindset that
gives us the flexibility we need – we don’t just
make domestic furniture, we make auditorium
seating, seating for hospitals, game parks,
hotels and any lounge seating the market
demands. In today’s challenging business
environment one has to be flexible and employ
lateral thinking to survive.’

The heating system has a four hour cycle

Alpine Lounge manufactures in South Africa

Email: thermoseating@btconnect.com

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Grand stands

Companies created innovative displays to encourage visitors to their stands
1

2

3

1 ProMech Racing produces a collection of office
chairs and lifestyle seating with a motor racing theme.
Features of the chairs include alloy racing eyelets,
machined aluminium armrests and low profile alloy
castors. The chairs are finished in a variety of colours
from classic black to more contemporary racing colours.
Tel: 01722 412 233
2 Several collections made their UK debut for
Greenapple after a series of successful shows on the
continent, including the Steele range of coffee, console,
lamp and dining tables, finished in highly polished
stainless steel with 10mm tempered glass tops, and the
expansion of the Lychee range with occasional tables,
TV stands, lamps and chairs.
Visit: www.greenapple.co.uk
3 Saluc already makes quality billiard balls under the
Aramith brand, but it has now combined a dining table
and pool table into a modern sleek design, following its
motto of ‘Make a table my wife should accept in her
living room’.
Tel: 00 32 6977 8211
4 Jade Furnishers used Interiors UK to highlight its
expanded bedroom and living and dining collections
and the depth and breadth of its ever popular cabinet
offering.
Tel: 020 8501 5013
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4

ODE Dining (Sasso)

Another resounding success!
Interiors UK was once again a success story
for Furniture Origins UK, with substantially
higher sales figures than at the 2011 show.
Our new cabinet ranges in oak each
received positive feedback and the high volume of orders taken again proves that
Furniture Origins remains one of the industry
leaders in designing and manufacturing high
quality, commercial product which sells.
Our ultimate show stopper was OFD –
Ofelia, a chunky light oak range.
Manufacturing of this and the other new
ranges DEN – Denver, and additions to ODE
– Sasso and FRCO – Loire have already commenced.
All ranges including our new collections are
available on a container programme or via our
distribution warehouse in South Wales.
To view our collections in our fully furnished
showrooms in South Wales, please contact
your local Area Sales Manager detailed below,
or contact Teresa Reaney on, tel: 0845 223
4900.

Advertising feature: Furniture Origins

ODE Bedroom (Sasso)

FRCO Dining (Loire)

CONTACT DETAILS
The Former Sanken Building,
Abercynon, Rhondda Cynon Taff,
Mid Glamorgan CF45 4XA
T: 0845 223 4900
F: 0845 223 4901
Barry Webb, sales director:
E: barry.webb@furnitureorigins. co.uk; M: 07702 603971
Andrew Cavaciuti, sales agent for South West and Wales:
E: Andrew.cavaciuti@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07500 830888
Alan Endersbee, area sales manager Midlands/North West/

East Anglia/Kent/Essex and Greater
London:
E: alan.endersbee@furniture
origins.co.uk; M: 07809 196019
Mike Brown, sales agent for Scotland/
Cumbria/North East and Yorkshire:
E: Maik.brown@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07831 572601
Teresa Reaney, marketing communications officer:
E: Teresa.reaney@furnitureorigins.co.uk; or
E: enquiries@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07971 349834
McNally & Finlay: Contact Dermot McNally – Ireland:
E: Dermot@rossmorefurniture.ie; T: 00 353 47 81366/81360

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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5

6

5 Striking the perfect balance between trendy and
comfortable, attractive and weather resistant,
uniqueness and elegance, could be a tricky operation.
But at Skyline Design UK, every piece of outdoor
furniture for sale is created with each aspect of this
balance in mind. The right materials of the highest
quality and skilful hands of adept professionals as well
as innovative and creative designers, are absolutely
essential components to the equation.
Tel: 116 236 6726

7

6 Jual Furnishings is a leading company in home
office and AV furniture and used the show to expand its
occasional furniture offer. In common with its existing
products, orders received by 3pm will be delivered
direct to the consumer the next working day.
Tel: 01443 816 982
7 Furniture Origins UK saw substantially higher sales
at this year’s show than in 2011 and expanded its oak
cabinet offer with OFD Ofelia, DEN Denver and
additions to ODE Sasso and FRCO Loire which are now
in production.
Tel: 0845 223 4900
8 Woodline Marketing hosted 10 furniture
manufacturers from Bosnia and Herzegovina. Pictured
are Zeljka Knezevic, Firma project manager; Edin Dacic,
Standard Prnjavor owner and Luksa Soljan, Firma
Project WS team leader.
Tel: 01708 677 227
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8

HITS THE MARK
A large and varied collection of
ranges of furniture for Bedroom,
Living Room and Dining Room.
Provence
Rustique
Madison
Bergen
Country House
Riverwood
Havana
Olsen
Designer
AND more new ranges for 2012.

Versatile, Contrasting, Modern, Contemporary, Traditional, Town & Country, Rustic,
Promotional, Retro, Fusion – all names which go a little way to describe our mix of
ranges which provide one stop shopping for the Independent Retailer.
Totem Furniture Limited
St Albans Road, Stafford, ST16 3DR

for Design, Quality, Reliability, Service
and Great Value for Money

tel: +44 (0)1785 600300
fax: +44 (0)1785 600400
email: sales@totemfurniture.co.uk
www.totemfurniture.co.uk

Advertising feature: Associated Weavers

Associated Weavers:
Delivering more first
class support to you
Associated Weavers has updated its in-store POS and introduced a
new sample ordering facility
The free sample service offers consumers a great way to co-ordinate
their carpet purchase with their existing decoration from the comfort of
their home. And thanks to its speed, momentum in the sales process is
maintained.
Sample requests faxed to 01422 431 107 or emailed to samplesbypost@awe.be by 3 p.m. will be posted to the customer by first class
post the same day.
The 10cm x 10cm samples are labelled with the range name and
colour and sent in a folder along with the retailer`s details. Samples are
available for all of Associated Weavers` ranges.
“The free next day sample service is a fantastic tool for stockists as it
allows customers to see which Associated Weavers carpet is best for
their room without having to take swatches home, demonstrating the
level of service they can expect from the retailer and Associated
Weavers, and encouraging them to return to the store and complete
their purchase,” says the company.
The Associated Weavers butterfly is a highly recognisable logo in
flooring stores and this year the company wants to make the most of its
brand recognition and association with the assurance of a quality carpet that is fashionable, practical and long lasting.
The company`s brand leader, Stainaway Collection, has been given a
major uplift by the introduction of an extended warranty scheme featuring a 10 year, 15 year and 20 year warranty programme.
The POS for the Stainaway Collection highlights its easy clean properties, the use of StainguardXL fibre in polypropylene carpets and its
extensive warranties. 10, 15 and 20 year Stainaway warranties are
offered on all Associated Weavers polypropylene carpets and there is
also a new seven year Stainaway warranty given on polyamide carpets.
Designed to meet the needs of everyday life, Associated Weavers is
launching a new Crushguard fibre that locks in more of the twist of the
100% polyamide carpet than was possible before. This new anti-crush
carpet fibre enables the carpet to keep its appearance for longer giving
the look and feel of a new carpet for years to come.

‘The Associated
Weavers butterfly
is a highly
recognisable logo’
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Advertising feature: Associated Weavers

In common with the revamped POS, the
Crushguard leaflets and hanging boards encourage shoppers to `Look for the Butterfly` when
choosing a carpet.
AssocaitedWeavers is again investing in a substantial number of new ranges for 2012. Domotex
saw it launch five new Stainaway ranges and four
new Crushguardranges. In addition, the popular
ranges Everest Twist and Santorini have been recoloured and re-sampled in lighter, modern natural
colours.
Also received with considerable enthusiasm
was the new Woodland Twist, a tenth gauge
polypropylene in 14 colours that feels and looks
like wool.
Associated Weavers is looking forward to a
continued growth in market share in the year
ahead.

Associated Weavers
Fletchers Mill, Dean Clough Mills, Halifax, West Yorkshire HX3 5AX.
Tel: 01422 431100
Fax: 01422 431105

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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The Furniture Show 22-24 January

REVIEW
Left: Actona’s Himalya
Below: Nathan’s
Shades in pale oak

Open
house
Non-members were
able to see what
was on offer as AIS
welcomed all for the

first time
Above: Gola’s Bergen
Left: Sutcliffe’s
Adelphi
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The Furniture Show 22-24 January

REVIEW
Buying group AIS threw open its doors
to non-members, both retailers and
suppliers, for the first time at The
Furniture Show between 22-24 January
at its Cranmore Park exhibition centre in
Solihull.
Among Actona’s launches were the
Inspiration white high gloss coffee table
and Himalaya oiled oak veneer dining
collection while Baker Bedford and
Tetrad used the event to unveil their joint
Simply Chic collection of coordinating
shabby chic upholstery and cabinet.
Cavendish introduced the Web range,
for online retailers or retailers selling
from stock. The compact sofa has one
frame and a choice of four arms. Bespoke
takes a similar approach with a choice of
three arms on one frame including a
corner unit.
Cintique added a mid-oak finish to its
showwood options and two new fabric
ranges while Corndell debuted its Lovell
living and dining range.
Kesterport opted for bling with its

Ultra and Inspired mirrored dining and
occasional collections, while the large
Helios mirror captured visitors’ attention.
The Luggage collection included a large
extending coffee table with internal wine
rack and a tall bar unit.
Gola’s Bergen bedroom and living and
dining collection combines the
traditional values of wood craftsmanship
with Scandinavian inspired design using
solid oak and veneered panels, soft close
mechanisms on all doors and spring
loaded under-mounted drawer runners.
Building on its first mahogany
collection two decades ago, Beluga has
colonial styling and louvre doors with
German soft close drawer runners, Italian
handles and laser cut crown mahogany
layons on all top surfaces.
Himolla’s introductions included the
Chester and Shannon with a lumbar
massage feature.
Nathan expanded its Shades collection
with the introduction of a pale oak finish.
Origin Red introduced the compact

Lingfield and York dining collections in
natural and ivory and added finishes to
existing ranges including mahogany to
Winchester.
Sutcliffe launched the Adelphi
collection in limed, natural and nutmeg
finishes alongside two compact dining
tables in five finishes, including painted.
Tamarisk showed its contemporary
Wispa sofa and classically styled Hobart
with stud detailing while sister brand
Roobarb debuted the fluid curved Scoop.
Value Mark displayed its Orbit
expanding circular glass table.
Corners was the story from
Whitemeadow as it introduced the
Mistral corner group and Nimbus with
a curved corner seat. Opal is a
contemporary sofa with clean lines and
slim chrome feet.
Yeoman Upholstery introduced the
wood framed Tanya available in large or
medium and a chair, alongside the
traditionally shaped showwood Oaken.
Visit www.thefurniture-show.co.uk
Gola made its
presence felt at The
Furniture Show with
three ranges on
display: the oak
Bergen (pictured),
mahogany Beluga –
building on the
heritage of its first
mahogany range 20
years ago – and the
Cherry collection.
Tel: 00 353 478 7211

Compact dining was
key for Origin Red at
the event as it
introduced small
dining tables, added
new finishes and
showed off its rug
collection.
Tel: 01555 665 959
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Domotex 14-17 January Carpets and rugs

REVIEW
Left: Jan Kath’s Tagged uses an antique finish then
introduces bright pink, gold or blue silk displaying
slogans such as ‘Make Rugs Not War’.
Below: Ideal’s Central Park is part of the Eye on the
World/Rockefeller collection with 24 4m designs in
the new Cosyback fibre.

Floors for all
January means one thing for the
flooring world: gathering at Domotex
to witness the latest innovations,
products and trends. Here is a
selection of the finest new
developments on offer at Hannover

Above left: Domo’s 4m High Flyer berber loop pile is part of the Exelto
polypropylene range. It was joined by Inverness and Briar Twist.
Above: Balta’s Serenity is one of four ranges to use the easycare Sensit
fibre, alongside Tresor, Euphoria and Mysterio.
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REVIEW

Below: Avenue’s Classic Limestone collection is available in
2m, 3m and 4m widths with a PU lacquer for easier cleaning
and maintenance.

Domotex 14-17 January Vinyl

Left: Leoline’s Woodmark collection features wood designs,
ranging from washed greys through to rustic woods. Pictured is
Jakarta.

Above: Wicanders introduced the Vinylcomfort LVT with a
double cork layer. Pictured is Volcanic Stone.
Right: Parador introduced 2,200 x 216mm LVT planks,
including Trendtime 6.30 Oak in antique white with a rough
sawn surface style.
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Domotex 14-17 January Wood and laminate

REVIEW

Left: Who said wood flooring had to be
traditional? Bauwerk’s Vintage introduces
more than a dash of colour. Other decors
include old newspapers, multi-colours and
blue and white.
Below: Bolefloor added a multi-layer
option to its solid wood flooring that uses
the length of the truck to the tree,
enabling it to have natural curves and cut
timber wastage by about a fifth.

Above: Egger’s Grand Canyon has a deeply
brushed surface to create a vintage look.
Right: Berry Floor rebranded itself as
BerryAlloc and introduced six oak finishes,
including Noble Oak Havana. Oak makes up
90% of the company’s engineered sales.
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Domotex 14-17 January Wood and laminate

Top: Haro expanded its Plank 1-Strip collection.
Above: Wicanders’ Artcomfort in Stone Beton uses uses Realistic Surface
Technology to ensure the pattern is not repeated for at least 20 planks.

Above: Quick-Step’s Perspective comes in
1,380mm x 190mm planks with V grooves to
enhance the rustic appearance.
Right: Miester introduced the LD400 collection.
The 2,600mm x 238mm planks feature a new pore
structure and no pattern repetition on individual
planks or 15sqm of floor.

Visit: www.domotex.de/home

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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imm Cologne 16-22 January

REVIEW
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REVIEW

imm Cologne 16-22 January
Far left: Busnelli’s
Piumotto
Left: Machalke’s
Big Johnny
Below: De Sede’s
DS-333
Bottom: Bretz’s
Oldman

Elite seats
A look at some of the upholstery highlights that
graced the stands at this year’s Cologne exhibition 

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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REVIEW

B&B Italia revealed a new version of its JJ
with a choice of low backrest and high
backrest and headrest.
Bretz continued to surprise with its
originality. Oldman takes its inspiration
from 1970/80s armchairs but with ‘ears’.
In contrast to many other launches at the
show, designer Malihe Aazami takes the
view that more is better with her
burlesque creation, especially on the sofa
version. The same approach is taken with
the castle-like Chocolat with its very high
arms and back.
Bruhl’s Avec Plaisir provides a
contemporary look – or a more
traditional style with the chesterfield
version.
Busnelli’s Piumotto invites you to get
comfortable with its soft lines and goose
feather cushions.
DeSede’s DS-333 features straps
linking the sides and back while the arms
are adjustable.
Domicil’s modular Imagine includes
various elements and has adjustable
headrests while Jori introduced the
limited edition Farfalla to mark the 40th
anniversary of its first recliner.
Leolux’s modular Horatio sports
swivelling back supports and was joined
by the delicate Mayon sofa.
Machalke opted for brute strength
with its Big Johnny, destined to be the
centre of attention in any living room it
sits in.
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Top: Wittman’s Ardea
Above: Zeitraum’s Mellow daybed
Left: B&B Italia’s JJ
Bottom: Bruhl’s Avec Plaisir

REVIEW
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imm Cologne 16-22 January

Left: Domicil’s
Imagine
Below left: Leolux’s
Horatio
Below: Girsberger’s
Yara
Bottom: E Schillig’s
Mega
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74

Varier’s office/home office Active chair
has a saddle-shaped seat to give your
legs space and freedom of movement
and small shoulder rests for support.
Fresh from a record year in which
turnover climbed 15% to £72m, Walter
Knoll expanded Jaan Living with an
armchair, armchair récamière and
upholstered bench. Its Bao swivel
armchair has the style of a leather ball,
with leather on its back and fabric on the
front. On the other hand, the large
Gordon sofa is somewhat pared back
with small arms, back and cushions.
Wittman updated its Ardea range, by
Paolo Piva, introducing leather covered
tubular feet. Like the others in the
collection, these are infinitely adjustable
up to 4cm to permit a choice of seating
heights and adapt to uneven floors.
Zeitraum’s Mellow daybed is a ‘sofa
and seating opportunity all at once’ and
also doubles as chaise longue. Its back
pillow and upholstered roll offer comfort
for sitting or reclining alike.
Visit: www.imm-cologne.com/en
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Top left: Varier’s Active chair
Top right: Cor’s Bahir Milieu
Left: Jori’s Farfalla
Bottom: Walter Knoll’s Jaan Living

PREVIEW

IFFS 9-12 March 2012

Asia’s
got
talent
Established and emerging
designers gather in Singapore
The spotlight will shine upon Singapore furniture designers
again next month as the International Furniture Fair
Singapore/29th ASEAN Furniture Show, Deco Asia and
Hospitality Asia 2012 (IFFS2012) begins on 9 March.
The much-awaited results of 2012’s Furniture Design Award
(FDA), the annual furniture design competition organised by
the Singapore Furniture Industries Council (SFIC), will also be
announced at the show.
Since 1993, FDA has uncovered budding design talents and
exhibited the unique creations of Asia’s best creative minds,
making it an international platform for exchanging ideas and
networking among furniture manufacturers and designers.
This year, 13 entries from both students and designers
categories were selected from 470 entries from 20 countries to
vie for the final judging. Members of the jury included
international designers Chris Lefteri and Pepe Heykoop.
The shortlisted entries comprise of international contestants
from Denmark, Finland, Indonesia, Singapore and Israel. The
overall 30% increase in submissions and participating countries
is testament of the FDA as a globally recognised platform in the
international furniture design arena.
Beyond the competition another SFIC design initiative,
Platform, has its sixth instalment at IFFS 2012. Platform has built
a name for itself globally as a sought-after avenue for quality
design-led prototypes by aspiring entrepreneurs, as well as
opportunities for world-class manufacturers, buyers and
designers to form fruitful partnerships.
Highlights of Platform 2012 will feature more exhibitors and
larger exhibition spaces, as well as first-time exhibitors
including Indonesia’s Klopt Studio, the UK’s MacMaster and
Taiwan’s Plan Lacquer among other local and overseas
designers and design groups.
This year heralds a fresh concept to these annual events by
debuting the Singapore Furniture Design Week, known as
SingaPlural. Visitors can look forward to a showcase of talents
across multi-faceted entities including architecture, furniture,
interiors, graphic and fashion. The event will feature a series of
fresh furniture design launches, exhibits and exclusive
designers’ exchange forums, to showcase the finest design
talents outside exhibition halls and along the city streets.

Platform 2012 exhibitor: Batik Lamp by Klopt Studio, Indonesia

FDA 2012 finalist: A4 Chair by Rafaela Marsha Ciputra, Lasalle College of the
Arts, Singapore

FAST FACTS
International Furniture
Fair Singapore/29th
ASEAN Furniture Show
Singapore Expo
9-12 March 2012
IFFS.com.sg

FDA 2012 finalist: Wake Chair by Ori Ben Zvi,
Ubico Studio, Israel
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BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Industry ripe
for investment
Bosnia and Herzegovina has used wood in furniture
production for centuries while modern and highly
professional management of rich national forest resources
dates back to the second half of the 19th century.
The abundance of high-quality forests, geographic
position, competitive workforce costs and raw materials,
combined with a tradition of manual and modern
technology production, make the timber sector attractive
for investment.
Furniture production is one of the most important and
most developed industry sectors with good potential for
growth and is one of the country’s premier export
products.
The forest-based sector comprises of forestry, primary
wood processing and value-added production that
includes furniture, construction joinery, flooring and wall
panels. This sector employs about 20,000 people.
Given that it is export-oriented and depends little on
imports, the timber industry accounts for about 10% of
the country’s GDP, while more than 60% of wood sector
production is exported, mostly to European Union
countries.
Nenad Zarubica represents the companies involved in
this project in the UK through his company Woodline
Marketing. He acts as an agent but also runs the new
Bosnian furniture showroom that occupies the first floor of
Signs Furniture’s Romford, Essex store.
His work in the UK includes both acting as an agent for
Bosnian furniture manufacturers and also importing
furniture from Bosnia. Zarubica also helps the factories to
develop models and ranges in terms of design, finish,
packaging and other aspects to meet the requirements of
the UK market.
Woodline Marketing, tel: 01708 677 227

The showroom occupies the first floor of the Romford, Essex store
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Stil’s furniture features hand-carving, inlaying and moulding

Authentic designs
Established in 1997, Stil has developed into a recognised
specialist in baroque furniture through persistence and
dedication.
The main characteristic of the company’s products is
handcrafted wood carving, inlaying and moulding that
ensures the authenticity of design.
Designs are inspired by natural motifs that are carefully
and symmetrically incorporated in the overall design of each
piece of furniture.
Stil’s main product groups are solid wood furniture,
upholstery, wardrobes, sideboards and beds.
Visit www.stilcazin.com.ba

Furniture for export
Since its inception in
1998 in Prijedor,
Sconto-prom has
been a fully exportoriented company.
It supplies Ikea
and has business
partners in the UK,
France, Italy and
Urban’s Zegra
Slovenia.
Sconto-prom’s most significant development is its design and
furniture production facility. Its subsidiary, Urban, produces
solid wood furniture and sells the entire range of products.
Main product groups are: solid wood furniture, kitchen,
dining room and bedroom furniture, veneered furniture,
upholstery, and furniture for offices, retail and catering firms.
Visit www.sconto-prom.com and www.urban.ba

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Double-digit growth in output and turnover
Standard’s main products include dining and coffee
tables, bookshelves, sideboards, media units
and chests of drawers.
It is a specialist in veneered furniture and
furniture made from a combination of
materials such as veneered panels/solid wood or
veneered panels/metal and foil in all colours.
The company was founded in 1943 but since
2004 Swiss company Daccomet has been a
majority shareholder.
More than £4.3m has been invested in modern
machinery including edge-bonding lines, UV
lines, CNCs and veneer gluing, additional buildings
and employee training.
Since 2000, Standard has cooperated closely with its client
Ikea, which has involved production development for the
chain.

Standard uses the latest machinery
and methods to produce its products

In the past 10 years, Standard’s output and
turnover have increased at a double-digit yearly growth rate.
Visit www.standard-prnjavor.com

Green credentials

Economic-Framini’s products include bathroom furniture

Izazov was established in 1996. It has production
lines for veneered, solid wood and upholstered
furniture plus a sawmill and a drying kiln which
contributes to providing high quality materials.
As it uses environment-friendly vegetable oils in
the final processing as well as other agents prepared
organically, it has almost eliminated the adverse
environmental impact.
The company also has its own transport fleet for
delivering materials and products to customers.
Main product groups are solid wood furniture,
dining room furniture, beds, sideboards, bedroom
furniture, kitchen furniture, children’s furniture and
upholstery.
Izazov also provides furniture for hotels, catering
facilities and office buildings.
Visit www.izazov.ba

Modern and good value
Economic-Framini markets its furniture under the Framini brand with the
pledge of offering value for money, a promise it has been able to keep in
markets including France, the Netherlands, Austria and Switzerland.
Specialising in the production of top-quality modern and functional
veneered furniture and interior decoration, its main products are
bathroom, kitchen and office furniture plus wardrobes and sideboards.
It keeps up with the latest production technology, materials and design
and has state of the art CNC machines and a Burkle press. EconomicFramini cooperates with Dutch designers to develop models for export and
adheres to ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 status and Euroinspekt certification.
Visit www.economic.ba

Izazov has some environment friendly production processes
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BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Traditional systems
Nova Forma carries on the tradition of the
prominent conglomerate Krivaja, dating back to
the 19th century.
In 1997, the company integrated its business
system and developed its brand which is
successfully operating within the country and
internationally under the name Nova Forma.
A large part of Nova Forma’s production is for
export to the UK, France, Germany and South East
Europe. The remaining furniture lines are sold
through the company’s retail stores located in all
the major cities in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The latest technology is used to produce kitchen
furniture, dining room furniture, chairs, beds,
sideboards, bedroom furniture, office furniture
and upholstery.
Visit www.novaforma-furniture.com

Jelena in baroque

State of the art production
Nova Di Vrbas’s state of the art production line for manufacturing and
processing of finger joint boards and solid wood, full strip edge, glued
panels enabled the launch of contemporary furniture for the European
market with Germany, Austria and South East Europe its largest export
markets.
The company’s main products are baroque furniture, dining room and
bedroom furniture, sideboards, display cabinets, modular wall units, corner
sofas and office furniture. Its most notable collection is the biedermeier
styled Jelena, characterised by straight and gently curved lines,.
Visit www.nova-di-vrbas.ba

Solid wood advantage

Certified operations

Fis-Ambyenta, part of the Fis
System group, uses solid wood
(85% Bosnian beech, 10% fir,
5% oak) to produce dining
room chairs and tables, beds
and interior doors.
Operating to the ISO 9001:
2008 standard it can produce
Fis-Ambyenta’s Aurora
6,000 tables and 25,000 chairs
a month using European Union produced melamine,
chipboard and MDF. It also offers custom-made products for
homes and offices. It says its advantages are high quality raw
materials, modern production, adaptability to demanding
markets, flexible capacity and favourable price/quality ratios.
The company has 14 retail showrooms across the country
and exports to Italy, Slovenia, Austria, Croatia, Serbia and
Montenegro.
Visit www.ambyenta.com

Eco’s
´ products are marketed under the Inside by Eco
´ brand. It
has its own design studio and specialises in the production of
high-quality, modern and functional upholstered and veneered
furniture, as well as in interior decoration where it strives to
follow the latest advances in production technology, materials
and design.
The company’s operations and products are certified in line
with ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 standards. Main product groups
are: veneered
furniture, kitchen and
bedroom furniture,
beds, sideboards and
upholstery.
Its main markets are
Germany, Bosnia and
Herzegovina and
South East Europe.
Visit www.inside.ba
Eco’s
´ Boston
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Nova Forma produces furniture for home and abroad
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BRANDING

NIKE

APPLE

Megabrands have to
start somewhere

Be a
hero
DISNEY

Establishing a brand is more
about reputation than a logo

Developing a brand is more than just a
style, it’s about everything a company
does.
‘Having talked to many business
leaders about their marketing and
communications efforts, they quite often
use the words “branding,” “marketing”
and “advertising” interchangeably,’ says
Richard Gomersall, Insight with Passion
partner.
‘This perhaps reflects confusion or
possibly a disregard for their importance.
Either way this is unfortunate, because
understanding the concepts and how
they mesh is vital to every company’s
bottom line. Studies show companies
that market their products or services
without first establishing their brand
identities are not likely to achieve a
return on their investment.’
A common trap is to think that a brand
is merely a new logo. A brand runs
deeper than this and it is present at
every customer touch point. Over the
telephone, when a customer walks
through your door, the products and
services you provide and the leaflet they
take away. Each element that contributes
to the customer’s experience will paint

‘Your brand is
what your
company stands
for and what it is
known for’
the picture of you and your business.
A brand is like a person’s good
reputation, but unfortunately, says
Gomersall, there is no time limit on how
quickly or how long it may take to build.
The opportunity to be consistent, to
know your brand and truly clarify your
unique selling points will help you to
communicate the message efficiently,
consistently and appropriately.
‘Your product and services are not
your company’s brand and don’t define
you because they can be replicated. Your
brand is the genuine “personality” of your
company. It is what your customers think
and say about you. Your brand is what
your company stands for and what it is
known for,’ says Gomersall.
‘Branding is about getting your current

customers and prospects to perceive you
as something they believe in and want to
be a part of, the solution to their
problem. It’s about moving them from
merely needing your products to
wanting your products. When this is
achieved customers are loyal and
become advocates, which means they
are prepared to pay a premium for “your
brand” and tell others about it.’
While we are familiar with megabrands
such as Apple, Nike and Disney, it is
possible for smaller companies to
develop potent brands, he adds.
A brand creates an image in the mind
of your customers. It says something is
different about you, something worth
more than business as usual.
‘If your company is just a commodity,
your customers will choose you solely on
price. If, however, you’ve developed your
brand, you’re selling an experience at
every customer touch point, “a lifestyle”
and then you can sell what you want.
‘Every business has a brand, its worth
and value is the only variant. Invest in it
and it will become your most precious
commodity.’

Insight With Passion, tel: 0845 468 0280
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G PLAN CABINETS

CREATED FOR TODAY

There really is no need for any introduction on this one… G Plan Cabinets
is as synonymous with furniture like no other brand within the industry.
They defined an era in the 60’s and 70’s and became an iconic inspiration
for all living design with a cutting edge approach to furniture.

Picasso the NEW vintage
French chic painted
bedroom collection.
Leaping into 2012, G Plan Cabinets will always mirror what it
believes in.“Classic quality ranges produced to a high quality have
repositioned us within the market and once again focused on
our core G Plan strengths,” enthuses Paul Irwin, G Plan Cabinets
National Sales Manager.

“
”
Paul’s comments follow the exciting launch of two new G Plan
Cabinets ranges at the Interiors UK exhibition, both symbolising
the brand’s great presence for 2012.

Davenport the NEW
TEAK collection.

As the original innovators of Teak furniture and design, G Plan Cabinets
also unveil a timeless living and dining collection born from an iconic
pattern. Davenport embraces golden vintage design and presents
subtle, mature and attractive pieces with extensive functionality.
Created with a rich finish, the Davenport collection’s curved lines
go hand in hand with a range of special features including smoothly
expanding dining tables, a velvet lined cutlery tray and subtle down
lighting in glass fronted cabinets.
Davenport provides extensive living and dining functionality with
vast storage spacing to compliment the detailed and elegant design.
Supporting each dining set are matching occasional furniture that
includes coffee tables, mirrors and charming solutions for storage
and home entertainment.
The launch of two new collections emphasise the direction and
investment placed in the G Plan Cabinets brand. “I was delighted
with the further additions of a classic teak and French influenced
bedroom ranges. Both collections were enthusiastically received by
our retailers and will complete our classic offering,” adds Paul Irwin.

“Both collections were enthusiastically received by our retailers and complete our classic offering,” adds Paul Irwin.
The new vintage French chic painted bedroom collection Picasso, places
beautifully crafted design alongside rustic nostalgia, demonstrating a
pushing of boundaries once more by G Plan Cabinets.
In a stunning slightly-distressed finish, Picasso orchestrates a composed
presence to your bedroom with artistic carvings on all pieces and a
beautifully crafted sleigh bed as centre piece, available in a 4’6’’, 5’ or 6’ frame.
Alongside the vintage styled chic of this exciting new collection from
G Plan Cabinets, essential storage solutions throughout Picasso underlines
placed importance of merging beauty with practicality. Picasso’s painted
styled collection is made complete with 14 impressive individual pieces,
including three and two door robes, large dresser, tall narrow and wide
chests, dressing table and a free standing mirror etc.
The accompaniment of beautiful design and quality is made even more
appealing by an extended commitment from G Plan Cabinets to their
customers.The brand upholds the ethos of providing a studio partnership
to it’s stockists in the form of the recently created G Plan Cabinets Studio.

STOCK
The housing of near £10m worth of product within its modern site in
Glasgow is yet another example of customer investment by G Plan Cabinets.
Delivery is made between 2-4 weeks from the moment an order is placed
if the selected product is in stock. In effect, G Plan Cabinets
house all customers product until it is needed at any given notice.
All of this is coupled with a 10 year guarantee on all product and the
G Plan Cabinets initiative to provide its own repair and restoration
service in Servico, highlighting the determined priority of the customer.
In a year with the Queen celebrating her jubilee and the greatest
sporting event on the planet coming to London, it is no surprise the
consumer will choose upon what is truly Great about Britain and upon
proud brands such as G Plan Cabinets.

BRANDING

‘It makes
the buying
decision
an easier
and more
pleasurable
experience’

The studio sports branded wallpaper

When Steven Smith and Tim Tobin opened their fourth Ideal
Homes Furniture Store in Bristol on Boxing Day, their experience
told them that giving high visibility to a strong brand would be
important in their success.
The Bristol launch followed the opening of their Poole store
last autumn at which they gave nearly a quarter of the store’s
16,500sqft of space over to a G Plan Cabinets studio. And for
Bristol they followed suit, with six ranges now on display in the
new studio environment with unique wallpaper, pop up and
table displays.
‘It is designed to help customers visualise how the different
ranges could look in the home. It makes the buying decision an
easier and more pleasurable experience which is particularly
important when investing in furniture for the home,’ says Tobin.
Tobin and Smith set up the business in 2009 with stores in
Leicester and Taunton. They plan to open 10 stores within five
years across retail parks in the Midlands and south of England.
’G Plan remains one of the best known names in the British
furniture industry and continues to be one of the most trusted.
This is especially important during tough economic times when
people want the reassurance that comes with buying a wellknown brand,’ says Smith.
‘It’s a tough market at the moment and we’re keen to
implement anything that helps drive sales. The studio creates
a real focal point in-store and commiting to the studio concept
allows us to give great seasonal discounts to our customers,’
adds Tobin. ‘It is the brand recognition that sets us apart from
other multiples and we plan to roll out the studio concept
across all of our stores.’
The studio concept comprises a package of merchandising
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Paul Irwin, G Plan Cabinets national sales manager, with Ideal co-owner
Tim Tobin

options including customised, digitally printed 1.3m wide
G Plan wallpaper, with a range of POS material from wall
banners and swing tickets to pop up displays, brochures and
range cards. Four seasonal promotions are available to retailers
with studios along with artwork, PR support material and a
studio status listing on the G Plan Cabinets’ website.
G Plan Cabinets, tel: 0141 300 7256

ENTERTAINMENT

SUDOKO

CROSSWORD

Easy

Medium

Difficult
Answers can be found on p86
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ACROSS

DOWN

1 Knitting stitch
5 Toward the mouth
9 Pueblo Indian village
14 Buffalo’s county
15 Ad word
16 Skin openings
17 Idyllic place
18 White wine-making grape
20 Chinese martial art
22 Slugger’s stat
23 Celebration
24 Currency unit in Western Samoa
26 Primordial giant in Norse myth
28 One of the 12 tribes of Israel
32 Scoffs
36 Room within a harem
37 Episode
39 Shaft shot from a bow
40 Puts on
42 Art supporter
44 As a result
45 Fear greatly
47 Photographic tone
49 Belonging to us
50 Egg yolk
52 Tied up
54 Driving aids
56 Greek letters
57 Opaque gemstone
60 Green prefix
62 Bird of prey
66 Imaginary
69 Caucus state
70 Give it ___!
71 California wine region
72 Impersonator
73 Suckle
74 Airline to Tel Aviv
75 Harp relative

1 Spy
2 Official language of Pakistan
3 Nothing, in Nice
4 Extent
5 Kiss
6 Fan sound
7 Chemical used on trees
8 Bowler hat
9 Mil address (US)
10 Colleague
11 Writer Sarah ___ Jewett
12 Flesh
13 ___ sow, so shall...
19 Dulls
21 Solid oils
25 Assumed name
27 One million link
28 Simpleton
29 Cherish
30 Discussion group
31 Atlas feature
33 Mistake
34 Scoundrel
35 Pen’s inferior, they say
38 Native American tent
41 Lacking salt
43 Pertaining to the shore
46 Her partner would be a buck
48 Cries of discovery
51 ‘Pure Guava’ band
53 Observation
55 View
57 ___ even keel
58 South American country, famous
for Macchu Picchu
59 Affirm solemnly
61 Track shape
63 Fibrous
64 Large jug or pitcher
65 Dextrous, lively
67 Road with a no (US)
68 Clean air org

We make your Mark!
We manufacture high-quality name/logo
badges that make your product unique and
give it an increased perception of value.

www.poellath.de
info@poellath.de

FINAL POLISH
Tales from the interior

Martin Napper; Ian Annand, Castelan chairman; Stuart Armstrong, finance
director and Richard Gretton commercial director, witness delivery of the
new vans

More vans, more service
Investing in a new company vehicle can be an expensive
business at any time, but Castelan has put such fears behind it
and bought 84 Renault vans for its Furniture Care Network
division.
The fleet will be used by Furniture Care Network’s field
technicians; the largest independent and directly employed
repair network servicing client and customer needs across the
UK and Ireland.
‘This is a significant event for the company. It underlines our
continued commitment to the needs of the furniture industry
and investment in our staff. Customer service is central to our
business ethos. The new fleet illustrates our dedication to
keeping standards high,’ says Martin Napper, Castelan ceo.
The hand-over event was marked by a visit of the Mayor and
Mayoress of Weston-super-Mare to Castelan’s headquarters.

Exhibitions can be great places to gather unusual stories and
expressions, and Interiors UK was no exception. Here are some
of the best (publishable) ones.
‘It’s all Bet Lynch’: an upholstery manufacturer’s honest
appraisal of its latest design.
‘Can I have one delivered next week’: a visitor asks if Frank
Hudson’s £10,000, four poster Shakespeare bedstead is available
for quick delivery. The hand-carving on the bed takes 18 weeks
to complete.
‘Fantastic they’ve got hot chocolate. Forget that, they’ve got Jim
Beam’: exhibitors returning to their hotel after a long day at the
show.
And the best story belongs to a well-known sales agent.
Having been out for the evening, he was stopped by the police
and breathalysed. The results indicated he was below the limit
and he was allowed to carry on his journey. But the encounter
might not have ended so well if the constable had looked in the
car boot. One of the agent’s dinner guests was in there because
there wasn’t enough room for him inside the car.
Opening in style: Perhaps
it is the city’s reputation as
the Paris of the Middle
East, but Beirut knows how
to do furniture store
opening in style. When
Minotti opened a store
there recently it didn’t
settle for any ordinary
Lebanese celebrity to
perform the ceremony, oh
no. It enlisted the country’s
first lady, Wafaa Sleiman, to
cut the ribbon.

No spend spend spend on shopping

Set for growth: Ultimate Rug Co celebrates four years of business in
2012. Starting out with just four staff, Robert Nicholson and Anthony
Clancy now head a team of more than 20, that is set to increase as the
company is looking to employ more sales reps for all areas in the UK.

It’s good news for carpet retailers in Mansfield, Nottingham, but
not for the wider retail sector: Euromillions winners Catherine
and Gareth Bull, who won £40.6m last month, are heading your
way in search of a landing carpet.
‘It bothers me. I get to the top of the stairs every day and I’m
like “I hate that carpet”. It’s terrible, nobody’s allowed upstairs,’
Catherine says of her current carpet.
But anyone hoping for a lottery fuelled spending splurge will
be disappointed.
‘I clearly don’t like shopping so I’m not going to fill my days
doing that,’ she adds.
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